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ABSTRACT31

An abstract should be given32

This paper is written by a group of European researchers believing that now is the right time to33

frame the Space Weather and Space Climate discipline in Europe for future years. It is devoted to34
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openly discussing the organisation and sustainability of the European Space Weather community35

and its assets in the (near) future. More specifically, we propose that the European Space Weather36

community lacks a uniting organisation to help the community to sustain and develop the37

successful efforts made thus far. Our aim is not to draw a complete and exhaustive panorama of38

Space Weather throughout the world, nor even throughout Europe. It is not a new white paper on39

the science and applications: there exist many (e.g. Tsurutani et al. (2020)); nor another roadmap:40

several important have been published recently (e.g. Schrijver et al. (2015); Opgenoorth et al.41

(2019)). Our aim is to question our practices and organisation in front of several changes that have42

occurred in the recent years and to set the ground to make coordinated answers to these questions43

being posed in Europe, and to make these answers discussed throughout the world.44

This group was assembled first through a series of sessions devoted to the sustainability of space45

weather research during the European Space Weather Week (ESWW) series of meetings,46

specifically: ESWW 14 (2017), ESWW 15 (2018), and ESWW 16 (2019). This group of authors47

then grew from discussions and personal contacts. The authors do not pretend to identify the full48

range of opinions in Europe, although they do come from 13 different European countries with a49

large span of ages (around half are below the age of 40 years old at the time of writing) with a50

good gender balance. The questions and the propositions to organise Space Weather in Europe in51

the future result from their discussions through these meetings and through remote meetings52

during the pandemic. We wish to share them with all those who consider themselves as members53

of the European Space Weather community and/or are interested in its future and to propose54

actions. We do this, bearing in mind that Europe plays a key international role in Space Weather55

which extends beyond the ESA and EU/EC borders.56

1. Introduction57

Following some earlier rudimentary initiatives from the middle of the 20th century onwards, Space58

Weather activities really started off in Europe in the 90s with an initiative of the European Space59

Agency (ESA). Since then, it has been structured through different initiatives. Within the60

International Space Environment Service (ISES), several new regional warning centres were set61

up, and existing centres began expanding rapidly, starting limited forecasting operations around62

the year 2000. In 2004, a meeting series was created - the European Space Weather Week -63

followed by the Journal of Space Weather and Space Climate. The funding came from different64

sources, including the European Commission, the European agencies (amongst which the ESA65

remains the major actor), the national governmental agencies, and ever more through private66

sources. Since then, changes have occurred which have caused us to further question our practices.67

Some of these changes affect all scientific disciplines (e.g. global warming/climate change,68

pandemic, etc. . . ) while others are more specific to Space Weather (e.g. fragmentation, etc. . . ).69

In a world facing several scientific, political, and social challenges, several questions deserve to be70

addressed such as:71

– How to organise the research discipline in the future? How and why to maintain the momentum72

that allowed us, in less than 20 years, to start many successful projects?73

– How to increase awareness among the various user communities (including the general public)74

and train/educate them about the impacts of Space Weather on operational systems and society?75
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– How to help the wider public (including policy makers, stakeholders, and end-users) to better76

understand our methods and their advantages/limits?77

– How to better link the user communities and the science? How to develop best practices and78

capitalise on recent experiences such as the developments of Space Weather services for79

aviation (e.g. in the frame of the activities of the PECASUS consortium, see section 6.2)?80

– How to enhance integrity of European efforts on this topic? Diversity is an asset, but many81

different practices can make things fragmented.82

– And, in the frame of our aim, how to ensure that what was built up (our heritage/legacy) is83

properly handed over to new generations? How do we make Space Weather awareness84

permanently common throughout our society?85

We first review the organisation of the Space Weather initiatives at the European level (section 2)86

to underline the background from which the community can leverage to face the challenges of the87

near future, critically discussed in section 3. Some of the actions to be undertaken for the Space88

Weather sustainability in Europe are summarised in section 4, together with some ideas and89

possible solutions to move European Space Weather activities under the umbrella of a legal entity.90

Finally, recommendations to raise the discussion in the European Space Weather community are91

given in section 5.92

All throughout this paper, we focus on Europe at large (see note in paragraph 4) being aware that93

Space Weather is truly global (world-wide) but with varying global impacts. Thus, we think that94

due to such regional peculiarities, some of the solutions need to be implemented regionally and at95

different levels.96

2. Past organisation of Space Weather initiatives in Europe97

Space Weather is a relatively-young discipline. Its rise is a mid-term process that led our98

technological society to realise that it is sensitive to solar activity and related impacts. All the99

major industries are indeed influenced by solar events: space (rockets, satellites); communications100

(ground-air, space-space, ground-ground); energy (power plants, power grids, pipelines); tourism101

(polar lights/aurorae, modern transit); transportation (air, maritime, but surprisingly also trains)102

and the ever-increasing autonomous mobility (such as autonomous vehicles); positioning with,103

amongst many, an application in oil drilling, precision agriculture and fishery, timing services104

(such as in the finance and telecommunications sectors), and of course the military. It is important105

to note that although the interaction between military, academia, and industry might yield106

successful space-weather initiatives, such interaction was mostly lacking in Europe in the past.107

In the 1990’s, ESA decided to assess how important it was to invest in Space Weather. This108

resulted in two major consortia involving two major European companies (Alcatel and Astrium)109

and in several initiatives. After investing first in a batch of initial applications through the Space110

Weather Applications Pilot Project, ESA launched a new programme called the Space Situational111

Awareness (SSA1) Preparatory Programme in 2009, including a segment dedicated to Space112

1 https://swe.ssa.esa.int/
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Weather, as a first step in the development of a European operational network of Space Weather113

Services. The strategy was to start from existing European capabilities and to work toward a114

federated space-weather service-provision concept, whereby supporting the utilisation of and115

access to space research and services. The final goal was to provide, in a timely manner, the116

pertinent information in the correct format to the proper end-users, in order to support them in117

mitigating the Space Weather effects on their operational systems, reducing costs and improving118

reliability. In the first three years (period 1) a Space Weather Coordination Centre was set up at the119

Space Pole in Brussels (Belgium) for monitoring the system and providing first line support to the120

users, together with the Space Weather Data Centre at Redu (Belgium) hosting data for analyses,121

model development, and scientific research, and a first set of precursor services. After this first122

period, the programme was extended by three years (period 2) to continue to build a prototype123

network and by the formation of five Expert Service Centres (ESCs) to concentrate on Solar124

Weather, Heliospheric Weather, Space Radiation, Ionospheric Weather, and Geomagnetic125

Conditions. Each ESC connects different expert groups, federates their Space Weather products,126

and ensures the quality and consistency of the information provided. New assets were federated as127

service building blocks based on network requirements formulated in terms of system, product,128

and some high-level customer requirements. From 2017 onward (period 3), the network further129

expanded with new products and capabilities, and enhancement of user interfaces and services.130

Today the network includes 29 pre-operational services built on more than 200 products provided131

by more than 40 expert groups and counts more than 1,000 registered users. Recently ESA started132

the Space Safety Programme (S2P) in which the Space Weather Service network will further grow133

and mature with the inclusion of new forecasting models (physics, empirical and machine learning134

based), an enhanced Space Weather data system and further tailoring to finally evolve into a fully135

operational network with a capability of providing customised services and on-call support outside136

normal working hours.137

In parallel, in 1999 ESA created an ad hoc board, the “Space Weather Working Team” (SWWT2).138

The SWWT is a forum open to European experts in a variety of both scientific and applied fields139

related to Space Weather. It plays an important role in advising ESA in Space Weather strategy and140

acts as a forum for discussion amongst the European Space Weather community. The SWWT is141

responsible for promoting coordinated European Space Weather activities at both national and142

industry levels. The SWWT seeks to identify and discuss potential collaborations and/or synergies143

with other structures or organisations.144

One recommendation that came out of the two consortia’s studies (Alcatel and Astrium) was to145

create a COST (COoperation in Science and Technology) action devoted to Space Weather. COST146

724 was active from 2003 to 2007, and soon followed by COST ES08033 from 2008 to 2012.147

Apart from coordination and science, these two actions resulted in different achievements:148

– A widely accepted definition of Space Weather: “Space Weather is the physical and149

phenomenological state of natural space environments. The associated discipline aims, through150

observation, monitoring, analysis and modelling, at understanding and predicting the state of the151

Sun, the interplanetary and planetary environments, and the solar and non-solar driven152

perturbations that affect them; and also at forecasting and nowcasting the possible impacts on153

2 https://swe.ssa.esa.int/web/guest/swwt
3 https://www.cost.eu/actions/ES0803/
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biological and technological systems”. This definition is now translated in more than 50154

languages. (Lilensten and Belehaki, 2009)155

– The development of the scientific background in order to create European operational Space156

Weather capacity, in the form of a joint forecasting centre serving pan-European needs, in full157

respect of the European spirit, which makes the mixture of different cultures its true strength.158

The coordinated strength of the European Space Weather scientist community helped to159

enhance the capacity of existing ISES regional warning centres (Brussels, Prague, Warsaw,160

Moscow, etc. . . ) and supported the creation of new ones (Graz, Exeter, etc. . . ) as well as the161

Collaborative Expert Centres (first ESA, and later UKRI STFC RAL Space). The momentum in162

these COST actions and naturally-following activities raised sufficient awareness to sustain the163

creation of strong research groups such as the Solar-Terrestrial Centre of Excellence (STCE4) in164

Brussels. The STCE benefited initially from the will of Belgium to take the leadership in Space165

Weather research and monitoring. Nowadays, other countries follow, and Space Weather has166

become a discipline with general recognition throughout Europe.167

– The annual meeting “European Space Weather Week” (ESWW). The first two meetings (2003168

and 2004) took place at ESA in the Netherlands, then continued in Belgium until 2019 (ESWW169

35-166). The planned 2020 meeting in Glasgow, Scotland (UK)7 was postponed to 25-29170

October 2021 by the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Instead, an online meeting, the171

European Space Weather Symposium 2020 (ESWS2020)8 was successfully held. In regular172

years, the ESWW meeting has increased its attendance and now welcomes more than 400173

participants from the five properly-inhabited continents, and the online substitute did not fall174

short and schieved the same allowing paricipants to meet, present, and interact “virtually”9.175

– The Journal of Space Weather and Space Climate10 was established in 2010. With a two-years176

impact factor of 3.095 (in 2019), it is now amongst the internationally recognised journals in the177

discipline. It receives between 80 and 100 submissions per year, amongst which 50 to 60 are178

published. It is gold open access, including open data (if the authors allow) used in the papers.179

Each paper is reviewed by at least two reviewers. The editorial board includes 20 editors180

worldwide (and certainly not limited to Europe). The publisher is EdPS11.181

Apart from the initiatives taken by the COST communities (24 countries), another step was182

undertaken to make Space Weather recognized as a major discipline. Through the ESWW, a set of183

three medals was created12. Each of them are under the umbrella of an Academy of Sciences,184

namely Norway (Birkeland medal), Russia (Chizhevsky medal), and Belgium (Baron Marcel185

Nicolet medal). They are now recognised worldwide and receive nominations globally.186

4 http://www.stce.be/
5 http://sidc.be/esww3/
6 http://www.stce.be/esww16/
7 http://esww17.iopconfs.org/home
8 http://esws2020.iopconfs.org/home
9 http://esws2020.iopconfs.org/recordings

10 https://www.swsc-journal.org/
11 https://www.edpsciences.org/en/
12 http://www.stce.be/esww2019/medals.php
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These ESA and EU-COST efforts have certainly played a major role in promoting Space Weather187

in Europe along with various other endeavours. The discipline plays an increasingly-important role188

in the EU/EC Research programmes. The results of different research programs are available on189

Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS13). Searching ‘Space190

Weather’ on CORDIS yields only 14 hits for Framework Program 6 (FP6), but already 214 hits for191

FP7, and even 311 in the Horizon 2020 (H2020) programme (values quoted are from December192

2020). The same search for the term ‘solar physics’ yields 10, 46, and 237 hits, for the FP6, FP7193

and H2020 programmes, respectively. Limiting the search to ‘Projects’ only, the term ‘Space194

Weather’ yields 6 hits for FP6, 82 for FP7, and 45 for the almost-finished H2020 programme.195

Similarly, for ‘solar physics’, one obtains 5, 10, and 18 hits for the programmes FP6, FP7, and196

H2020, respectively.197

3. What are the new challenges that Space Weather is facing?198

3.1. Challenges specific to the discipline199

3.1.1. What happens in the post-integration phase?200

The era extending from the first ESA initiatives in 1995 to the end of the COST ES803 action in201

2012 can be qualified as a phase of construction and integration. Then, Space Weather in Europe202

evolved toward a multiplication of organisations resulting in a dispersion of forces. Apart from the203

SWWT, whose aim is mainly to advise ESA, there is no unifying platform in Europe where204

scientists, engineers, forecasters, and users can exchange their ideas and expertise. The other, main205

structured groups are the JSWSC editorial board (about 20 persons from different continents) and206

the ESWW Program Committee (same number). These bodies do their best to represent the207

community. However, they are not coordinated in order to optimise this representation.208

Another concern is about the possible loss of relevance that we may face. The public attention and209

funding is more eagerly invested in research related to imminent danger (recent example being210

Covid-19 related research, which, at this moment, is understandable). As in the Tartar Steppe211

(Buzzati, 1966), how to remain credible when the “big one” never shows up (i.e. Curto et al.212

(2016))? An extreme space weather event (e.g. of Carrington-size, Cliver and Dietrich, 2013) is a213

persuasive motivator to fund research, but extremely rare. On the other hand, more nominal space214

weather from strong storms occurring a few times per solar cycle to moderate storms occurring on215

a monthly basis, (Kilpua et al., 2017), while also highly important to understand, predict and216

mitigate, may seem less attractive as a research topic. In addition, some space weather service217

users have learned to cope with some threats coming from events of moderate intensity (e.g.218

hardening of spacecraft equipment, transformers of electric power network withstanding moderate219

GIC levels, etc. . . ) (Hapgood et al., 2021).220

3.1.2. Space Weather, a multi-sector maturing discipline221

The European Space Weather community that is gathered around ESWW and JSWSC attracts222

people from academic, public, and industrial sectors, and is highly multidisciplinary as it involves223

not only solar-terrestrial research, but also technological, biological, medical and even economic224

13 https://cordis.europa.eu/
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and legal aspects (e.g. most forecast providers have disclaimers) and proprietary issues (e.g.225

patented methods and services.226

The community is present within major scientific associations such as European Geosciences227

Union (EGU) and European Physical Society (EPS), as regular sessions on Space Weather are228

organised. However, the community is not organised as a separate division, unlike some other229

disciplines, and therefore can lack a clear coherence (Opgenoorth et al., 2019). For instance, in230

EPS, the European Solar Physics Division predominantly covers Space Weather and Space231

Climate topics, but related research might also be found in, e.g. the Environmental Physics232

Division or the High Energy & Particle Physics Division. In EGU, things are somewhat better, as233

within the solar-terrestrial division Space Weather and Space Climate is recognised as one of the 4234

main topics (which are: (i) Sun and Heliosphere, (ii) Magnetosphere, (iii) Ionosphere and235

Thermosphere, and (iv) Space Weather and Space Climate); however, it is also the only topic out236

of these 4 which does not have a science officer.237

One identified reason for that situation is that Space Weather is tricky sometimes to place since it238

is such an overarching and interdisciplinary theme, which connects to topics in solar and239

heliospheric physics, solar-terrestrial physics, magnetospheric physics, etc. . . For example, most240

topics presented in Sun & Heliosphere, Magnetosphere Ionosphere & Thermosphere sessions can241

probably be considered part of Space Weather, in particular for understanding its physical242

foundations. Although many applications type studies within the other themes are often better243

suited in Space Weater.244

Without a clear structure and coordination within the community, these various aspects are only245

loosely connected around the current common interest and have a high risk to fall apart.246

3.1.3. The Industry as a partner247

Industry is the main area affected by Space Weather hazards and at the same time it is therefore a248

major driver for the development of Space Weather products and services. Although there are249

industrial developments in Space Weather in Europe, the knowledge is mainly pushed forward by250

the scientific community and the industry sector still has to adapt it to its needs. Both communities251

have a common interest but different objectives and time-lines. In order to guarantee the proper252

scientific progress and to maximise the resulting exploitation, the value of the scientific knowledge253

has to be properly assessed with respect to the industry requirements.254

The long European tradition of public service induces often the expectation from private players to255

get the solutions provided by researchers (i.e, the public sector) for free. The European community256

is ill-prepared to argue against that without collective leverage.257

We believe that the scientific community should be involved in, e.g. public policy making. For258

instance, if in the near future a public investment would be foreseen to protect certain assets, the259

public would want an unbiased and independent opinion (from the expert scientists) on how to260

distribute it 14. Finally, the research community lacks a forum to exchange its best practices related261

14 In the UK for example, with the ongoing developments of the UK Space Weather Strategy, scientists (as
well as experts from other sectors) were consulted for inputs through a good interaction process and inputs
from the independent expert group that advises the UK Government on all things Space Weather, namely the
Space Environment Impacts Expert Group (SEIEG), thus ensuring those in the civil service responsible for
delivering the final document have all the expert advice as required.
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to industrial needs. We give in the appendix 6.2 an example of a succesful product developed for262

the industry. It is clear to the co-authors of this article that a structure, where such experience263

could be debated and exchanged, would constitute true progress beneficial to all parties.264

3.1.4. The sustainable use of space265

Satellites in orbit are exposed to a harsh space environment, changing plasma conditions and266

drastically varying fluxes of energetic charged particles; both those originating from solar267

eruptions and in the Van Allen radiation belts. The space weather conditions affect the lifetime of268

the satellites in their orbits through the changes in the atmospheric drag. By a better understanding269

and forecasting of space weather we can help in fighting against the increasing space debris and in270

guaranteeing the sustainable use of space. For example, Finland has a Centre of Excellence in271

Research of Sustainable Space funded by the Academy of Finland, directly targeting these issues.272

3.2. Challenges related to science in general273

3.2.1. The challenges of climate change274

We cannot and must not ignore climate change. That must be amongst our permanent275

preoccupations. We also have a responsibility in front of humanity. In the near future, a citizen will276

ask us ”what have you done to prevent the catastrophy?” We must be worthy of the confidence put277

in the researchers.278

Other astrophysical communities have started to take action (e.g. Astronomers for Planet Earth15).279

Some recently evaluated the carbon footprints of our meetings (Burtscher et al., 2020), or280

laboratory practices (Jahnke et al., 2020) and even our large computer needs (Portegies Zwart,281

2020). Our Space Weather community should not ignore these first questionings and should fast282

become organised to find the proper solutions adapted to its needs. In addition, the COVID-19283

pandemic (see next subsection) has taught us that we do not need to all commute every day to a set284

place of work, we can mostly work from home, and this might be our biggest and most-impactful285

way of reducing our own, individual (and institutional) carbon footprints as well as our286

community’s collective carbon footprint, by continuing to predominantly work from home and287

make this the new norm. . .288

3.2.2. The challenges of the pandemic289

COVID-19 forced new usages in our practices and will durably change our behaviours (such as the290

previous working-from-home comment). The pandemic and restrictions on travelling are likely to291

have a long-lasting impact, in particular on young researchers. Networking and collaborations are292

extremely hampered and there are delays in the work and studies. Zoom293

meetings/conferences/workshops are less productive than being there in person for active debate.294

The pandemic likely also increases the burden of supervisors and has significantly decreased295

face-to-face interactions between students/postdocs and supervisors. Reduced research visits and296

conferences can affect the possibilities to present and view research results and get postdoctoral297

positions or to conduct experiments for special campaigns.298

15 https://astronomersforplanet.earth/
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This pandemic is likely to be followed by other world hazards that will constitute brakes to the299

exchanges. However, it is of vital importance that activities such as summer/winter schools,300

seminars, and conferences continue despite the possible restrictions on travelling. The future301

activities could engage user-friendly and easily approachable online working tools and virtual302

meetings, such as for the aforementioned ESWS2020 online/virtual meeting (see Appendix 6.1).303

3.2.3. The challenges of the national politics304

Over the years since the 1990s, the approach has always been that of sharing and cooperation,305

which extended well beyond the European Union since Switzerland, Israel, Russia, Armenia, and306

Turkey (to name only some) participated in many of the projects cited here. We now face a307

situation that makes it difficult to maintain these principles. The British EU exit may be a threat to308

the future European Space Weather integration. The hardening of diplomatic relations between the309

EU and for example, Turkey, or even wars such as that of Nagorno-Karabash or Crimea also call310

into question the spirit of openness desired by the entire European scientific community and311

followed until then. In his book “The world of yesterday”, Zweig (1952) insisted on the role that312

scientists have in sustaining peace. The new situation - politics, pandemics, global change - makes313

it more and more difficult to follow his recommendations.314

3.2.4. Education, training and outreach315

One of the priorities of the H2020 programme is education and training, which is fundamental for316

disseminating new science and knowledge. This idea is well reflected in the projects that have been317

funded within the scope of the H2020 program, in different calls and topics. All of them include318

several dissemination activities, for students and young researchers, and also for citizens and319

decision makers. 16 We rely therefore on a long experience with education and outreach.320

Space Weather has some peculiarities though. One of them is that it is a discipline at the interface321

between fundamental physics, applied science, and operational activities. In order to educate322

industrialists, a Space Weather school for engineers was created in 2013. The IEEE 17 was323

contacted to support this initiative, but without success. This initiative therefore faced the difficulty324

16 Here are some examples of H2020 projects:

– Topic ”Space Weather”: SWAMI (ongoing, 2 stakeholders and users meetings), ESC2RAD (ongoing), TechTIDE (finished; workshop and stake-
holders meeting), EUHFORIA (ongoing), SafeSpace (ongoing, workshops with stakeholders) https://www.safespace-h2020.eu/)

– Domain ”Space”: PAGER (ongoing, workshops with industry and government stakeholders), PROGRESS (2015-2018, summer school),
HESPERIA (2015-2017, summer school, workshop and business meeting), MAtISSE (2016-2018), FLARECAST (2015-2017, workshops with
stakeholders, science for citizen with 2 workshops for children) (cordis.europa.eu/project/id/707543/matisse.web.cern.ch/)

– Other topics: LOFAR (ongoing, online workshops), AIDA (ongoing, winter school, workshops) (cordis.europa.eu/project/id/777442/
lofar4sw.eu/wp/?page_id=203), AIDA (www.aida-space.eu/)

– PITHIA-NRF (Network of Research Facilities for Plasmasphere, Themosphere and Ionosphere, joint research activities and access to the observ-
ing facilities for training and for conducting joint experiments)

– Projects with other outreach activities and dissemination actions: ForbMOD (https://swe.uni-graz.at/index.php/projects/
forbmod-eu-mariecurie, 2017-2019, festival of science, newsletters), GREST (2015- 2018, cartoon vı́deo series, TV documentary and
other promotional material (calendar, etc..) (ForMOD-//cordis.europa.eu/project/id/745782, GREST (www.est-east.eu/grest/
projects/grest)

17 https://www.ieee.org/
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to reach its student target and was stopped after three years. In the meantime, another similar325

initiative was started that grew bottom-up, with the same target audience. This is called the Space326

Weather Introductory Course (SWIC)18 and it can also be linked to the training that needs to be327

organised in the framework of specific user-oriented applications.328

Another peculiarity of the Space Weather community is its worldwide character. No country is329

immune to its vagaries, including developing countries. Europe has a specific role in this, because330

of its long tradition in collaboration and in building partnership with developing countries. Space331

Weather is part of the landscape. It is even one of the main goals of the International Space332

Weather Initiative (ISWI)19. In Europe, one of the main bodies for such education exchanges is the333

Group for Education Europe - Africa 20 which aims to develop Space Physics and Space Weather334

related disciplines in developing countries as part of the United Nations for Basic Space Science335

Initiative. Through this initiative, eight schools were organised on Space Weather in Africa in the336

last ten years, and more than 20 PhD theses were successfully defended by African students under337

a common African - European co-supervision. However, few European scientists are aware of such338

initiatives, while many would presumably engage in such efforts.339

Recently, higher education in Europe has also been boosted through the excellence of the Marie340

Skłodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA), in particular through the Innovative Training Networks341

(ITNs), which “aim to train a new generation of creative, entrepreneurial and innovative342

early-stage researchers, able to face current and future challenges and to convert knowledge and343

ideas into products and services for economic and social benefit”21. In the Space Weather domain,344

two noticeable ITNs are represented by the Space Weather Awareness Training Network345

(SWATNET)22 and the Training REsearch and Applications Network to Support the Ultimate346

Real-Time High Accuracy EGNSS Solution (TREASURE)23 projects. The good practice of347

competing for MSCA-ITN, despite the high rate of failure to obtain funding, must be pursued also348

by leveraging and focusing on the multidisciplinary nature of Space Weather and on its closeness349

to society, markets, and industries.350

In the education domain at the University level, the making of an International Masters degree on351

Space Weather shared by several universities can be a solution worth investigating. In this regard,352

the Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree (EMJMD)24 programme can be exploited in the near353

future. Lessons should also be gained from the University of the Arctic (UArctic)25, a network of354

universities, colleges, research institutes, and other organisations concerned with education and355

research in and about the North. The North 2 North mobility program allows students to356

participate in classes in different universities around the Northern polar circle.357

18 http://www.stce.be/nl/SWeC
19 http://iswi-secretariat.org/
20 https://www.girgea.org/en/
21 https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2018-2020/main/

h2020-wp1820-msca_en.pdf
22 https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/955620
23 http://www.treasure-gnss.eu/
24 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/opportunities/individuals/students/

erasmus-mundus-joint-master-degrees_en
25 https://www.uarctic.org/
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However, a consequence of the exit from EU is that the United Kingdom left the Erasmus358

program. Even upon promising the introduction of the so-called “Turing scheme”26 Here again, an359

overarching roof would help to expand and develop such activities and to foster efforts in360

dedicated actions and projects.361

3.2.5. Communication362

The communication of the scientific community is ever changing and evolving. For instance,363

various social-media avenues have become an important communication channel of the 21st
364

century. Science and research are not exempt from it. Without the support and coordination of this365

type of communication within our community, it is left on a semi-personal basis.366

Proper communication channels can be a relevant factor in obtaining a balance between data367

protection/licensing and free access to information and knowledge. This is an important issue368

which should be supported and coordinated within the community. Not all community members369

nominally have the same access to information, as it is often related to the national or institutional370

organisations. Thus, there should be a community effort to reduce such differences, e.g. via use of371

existing or newly-developed online repositories, social media, or other kinds of sharing platforms.372

To build a European Space Weather Social Platform (ESWSP) could then be one of the most373

essential parts of our communication channels. The ESWSP could be a platform for social374

interaction for everyone; e.g. from young to senior researchers, users, industrial partners,375

etc. . . Such timely IT solutions could bring colleagues closer together as a community by376

increasing our collaboration networks with each other in a form of, e.g. blogs, chats, webinars,377

etc. . . , organised around some predefined dedicated topics. The platform could also allow to share378

new ideas, help and guide each other in a number of aspects which further moves the European379

Space Weather community forward.380

4. Quo vadis European Space Weather community?381

After having reviewed the historical reasons that led to the current level of maturity of Space382

Weather science in Europe, and the challenges that the new era is posing, in this section we focus383

on the potential/possible solutions to organise and sustain the activities within the Space Weather384

community in the near future. We propose a federating structure as a possible solution to tackle the385

challenges described in the previous section. Such a structure would help the European Space386

Weather community to maintain its efforts, to sustain the discipline as a research one, but also to387

sustain and develop the successful efforts made so far. Such a structure would also be a forum to388

exchange our practices. It should allow the European Space Weather community as a whole to389

become stronger in international discussions and negotiations. Moreover, it should help in390

consolidating national Space Weather communities in European countries (and beyond) and help391

in their discussions and negotiations at a national level by disseminating best practices. Such a392

structure, independent from any funding agency and/or decision maker and/or individual country393

would have the authority to set its own internal rules and to make propositions to external parties.394

26 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-turing-scheme-to-support-thousands-of-students-to-study-and-work-abroad,
aimed at replacing it, such an event shows that creating this International Masters degree on Space Weather
will need a strong will and a coordinated European effort beyond just the EU Member States.
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It would be able to protect and sustain the efforts made up to now and set new practices respecting395

the environment. It would request a clear set of rules, a board that represents the community at396

large, and a frequent renewal of this board, as well as of course, a budget to sustain its activities.397

This structure would be the natural ground pertaining to activities such as:398

– Editorial activities: Recently, EdPS was taken over by the Chinese publisher ‘Science Press’.399

The Science Press company ensures a full Independence to the EdPS publishing company.400

However, the JSWSC is a European Space Weather community initiative: the Publisher needs401

official representatives of this community to negotiate and discuss.402

As it stands now, the journal also depends on the few persons who created it who take the403

decisions. The legitimacy of these people (amongst which three are co-authors of this article)404

only depends on the confidence that the community has in them. This is not sustainable and405

must urgently be improved to a decision making structure which draws its legitimacy from the406

community and is more-frequently and transparently renewed.407

– Organisation of the European Space Weather Week (ESWW): The ESWW Programme408

Committee (PC) is another independent permanent board in Europe. Although the PC members409

devoted efforts to open it, its organisation is not clear to most of the Space Weather actors. To410

sustain this meeting as a prominent worldwide rendez-vous in Space Weather research and411

beyond, its leadership in the community must be clarified so that the community can make the412

decisions and understand them.413

– Awarding medals: The Space Weather and Space Climate medals are again an initiative of414

several individuals within the ESWW programme committee. They grew up rapidly thanks to415

the confidence of the community. Now, after almost a decade of their existence, it is a good time416

to take them to a next level, working to further increase their significance, value and prestige, to417

make them the equivalent of, e.g. the Fields-medal for Space Weather, and to potentially expand418

upon their scope and number.419

– Education and outreach: There are many education and outreach initiatives involving the420

European Space Weather community, as described in detail in Section 3. In addition, there are421

many education and outreach initiatives limited by the size of the European countries, while422

they are sometimes of planetary importance. A specific European body would help them to423

develop and find funding. It would also help European space weather people to better cooperate424

with Non-European specific international capabilities, e.g. the International Space Science425

Institute (ISSI), COSPAR, UN COPUOS, URSI, SCOSTEP, etc. . . . Finally, such a body could426

help students to visit the laboratories of other countries through an exchange program.427

– Communication: The exchange of best practices for scientists, engineers, and particularly428

forecasters, remains very difficult. In Europe we lack a structure that allows direct and frequent429

sharing of experiences regardless of the country.430

Along with the activities listed here, such a structure would finally - and maybe most importantly -431

be the right place to think of new practices more respectful of the Earth environment and432

sustainable in all aspects (these are discussed in more detail in Appendix 6.1). In what follows we433
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examine different possibilities to establish such a structure (or a board of representatives), which434

should be reviewed and discussed by the community at large.435

The new structure should not be restricted to scientists. It should include forecasters, end-users,436

educators, and providers of space weather services. Scientists can take the initiative because of437

their strong experience in organising international boards, but they ought to devote efforts in438

implying other European space weather dedicated participants.439

We are also fully aware that we maintain some ambiguity in using the word “Europe”. The new440

board should not be restricted to the European Union, it should start with participants from441

European (as a continent) countries. Whether or not it should be open to countries outside Europe442

like a COST action, and what statuses should these countries have in this organisation must be the443

decision of the participants themselves.444

4.1. What are the options?445

A structure or a board of representatives (henceforth: a board) that fulfills criteria listed in the446

previous section must be established as some form of legal entity. Two options logically occur:447

– The board can be established in the scope of an entirely new scientific association.448

– The board can be established in the scope of some existing scientific association.449

4.1.1. An entirely new scientific association.450

The most natural legal form for a new scientific association is the international not-for-profit451

association (INPA), similar to EGU or EPS. INPA is a not-for-profit association (NPA) with a452

substantial presence in multiple countries. Similarly as NPA, INPA can be registered in almost any453

country and the executive office can be in some other country (e.g. EGU is registered in France,454

has an office in Germany, and it predominantly organises meetings in Austria). However, it should455

be noted that INPA falls under the rules and regulations of the country where it is registered and456

different countries can have different regulations for NPA/INPA. Generally speaking, NPA/INPA457

has its own legal personality and, consequently, its own assets and liabilities. Moreover, it has a458

legal capacity to do things in its own name, for example employ staff, deliver services, enter into459

commercial contracts, and leases in its own name. The economic activities are permitted in460

NPA/INPA; however, any profits derived from economic activities must be attributed to the461

development of the non-commercial activities (thus they are “not-for-profit”). It should be noted462

though, that different countries might have slightly different regulations regarding the economic463

and other INPA activities and some might not even recognise INPA as a legal form27. Many INPA464

are registered in Brussels, because it is the seat of EU, much of EU’s administration is located465

here, and in comparison with some other countries it is relatively simple and cheap to register an466

INPA in Belgium.467

In Belgium the INPA is termed “association internationale sans but lucratif” (AISBL) and is468

defined as a group of natural or legal persons which pursues a selfless aim of international utility.469

27 A guide to establishing NPAs/NGOs in Europe may be downloaded at http://www.a4id.org/
wp-content/uploads/2017/02/EU-registration-options-for-UK-NGOs-post-Brexit-FINAL-PDF-1.

pdf
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The AISBL has its own legal personality, independent of that of its members, it has its own rights470

and obligations and its members have limited responsibility. Even without any capital investments471

or budget, the AISBL must comply with a certain number of accounting obligations. The registered472

office must be located in Belgium, whereas the executive office can be located elsewhere.473

AISBL is made up of two bodies: the general assembly and the administrative body, where the474

statutes determine the form, composition and mode of operation of the administrative body.475

Naturally, the members of the Space Weather community would form a general assembly and thus476

control the statutes and by-laws of the AISBL, as well as the administrative body, which could477

manage the budget and perhaps other resources such as JSWSC, ESWW medals, and ESWW478

organisation.479

4.1.2. Joining an existing scientific association:480

We sent a letter of inquiry to the European Geosciences Union (EGU) and to the European481

Physical Society (EPS). The EGU answered that its statutes do not allow such a construct and482

membership of the Union is restricted to individuals. The response of the EPS is that such a board483

can be established in the scope of EPS, therefore, this option is elaborated further herein.484

The possibility to join Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) was considered but485

not studied partly because IEEE is a worldwide association of which the Certificate of486

Incorporation was filed with the State of New York for the formation of IEEE as a corporation in487

the USA. Therefore, it cannot fulfill our aim to provide a platform to the European Space Weather488

community in a way which us centrally European.489

The EPS28 is a not-for-profit association which includes 42 National Physical Societies in Europe,490

individuals from all fields of physics and European research institutions. It is a federation of491

National Physical Societies. The main activities are to award prizes and fellowships, to support492

meetings, to help in organising scientific journals, and to support diversity and inclusion in493

physics, especially the young scientists. EPS focuses strongly on supporting young scientists. A494

key action on this is the Young Mind project that covers young scientist from undergraduates to495

postdoctoral researchers with national sections.496

As a legal entity, EPS is an INPA registered in France and has a statute, by-laws and a clear497

hierarchical structure consisting of an Executive Committee (elected by the Council), which498

establishes priorities, reviews and develops budgets, and pilots EPS activities. The Council reviews499

the activities of the Society, approves the annual accounts, and discusses priorities for the future.500

The scientific activities of EPS are organised through Divisions, Groups, and Sections. The Space501

Weather scientific community is already present under EPS, mainly in the scope of the European502

Solar Physics Division, which includes various Space Weather themes and promotes related503

research in its meetings and activities.504

In their response to our letter of inquiry, EPS noted that the Space Weather community can505

organise itself as a stand alone Division (concerned with a specific field of physics e.g. High506

Energy Physics) or a stand alone Group (concerned with interdisciplinary aspects of physics, e.g.507

Computational Physics), or as a section of the EPS Solar Physics Division. Divisions, Groups, and508

Sections (D/G/S) are all autonomous, with statutes, by-laws and a clear hierarchical structure that509

act essentially under the loose rules of the EPS.510

28 https://www.eps.org
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Within the EPS D/G/S, the Space Weather community would have a specific account in the EPS511

accounting system reserved to finance its prizes, or other activities such as newsletters or student512

grants. Funds going in and out of the account would require the approval of the proposed Space513

Weather and Space Climate D/G/S, and the funds could not be used by the EPS without this514

approval. However, if in the future the EPS would be wound up, the funds would be transferred to515

a new, or existing like-minded association. In addition, should the EPS encounter serious financial516

difficulties (unforeseen at present - early 2021 - as the EPS has reserves to cover two years of517

current operations without using funds reserved for D/G/S), the funds may be used to pay the debts518

of the EPS.519

One of the main tasks of EPS D/G/S is to organise annual (or regular) meetings and satellite events520

in the field and they can be organised in meetings of other EPS D/G/S. Therefore, a future Space521

Weather D/G/S would maintain full control of its meetings, i.e. ESWW. The role of EPS can be,522

upon the Space Weather D/G/S request, to help in the organisation by use of the EPS Conference523

Services Department.524

EPS D/G/S also manage the award of their prizes (subject to endorsement by the EPS Executive525

Committee). The medallist selection would be autonomously organised by the Space Weather526

D/G/S. EPS could help with logistics of the organisation for the award of the prize, including527

drafting and distributing press releases, casting and engraving medals, and preparing diplomas.528

The prize name has to include “EPS” (e.g. EPS-ESWW award). If there are other co-sponsors,529

they can also be mentioned in the name of the prize.530

One of the key functions of the EPS in the past year has been the publication of the report “The531

Importance of Physics to the Economies of Europe”. This report covers a six-year period and it532

demonstrates that the importance of physics in our society is significant, and increasing. EPS also533

trains its member associations in speaking about physics to policymakers and to the general public.534

Divisions and Groups provide independent expertise and advice upon request, act as peer535

reviewers and referees, propose, organise and support conferences in physics, propose speakers for536

major EPS conferences, serve on editorial boards of publications, develop outreach activities for537

students and the general public, support measures to help physicists in less-favoured regions, and538

participate in, and profit from, EPS initiatives.539

Finally, the EPS has a many years experience of excellent relations with EdPS. EdPS publishes540

EPS news magazine, “Europhysics News” (EPN), and are partners in the Europhysics letters541

(EPL), a physics letters journal published twice a month under the scientific responsibility of the542

EPS. Based on these long-term collaborations with EdPS, EPS would help the Space Weather543

community to sustain and organise the JSWSC. Within an agreement between the Space Weather544

D/G/S and EdPS, the Space Weather D/G/S may find in EPS a legal entity to own and/or handle545

the JSWSC.546

5. An attempt to benchmark547

In this section, we provide two possible ways to follow as concrete proposals of federating548

structure. We consider that the status quo and inaction is simply not an option and would likely549

doom the European Space Weather community to lose its independence and its ability to influence550

the future of the discipline in a suitable way. The two options are: to create our own INPA or to551
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Table 1. Comparison of the control the Space Weather and Space Climate community might have
over its resources in the scope of EPS and INPA (TBD=to be decided)

budget ESWW medals JSWSC
Worldwide negotiating

outreach
future

visibility power expansion
EPS partial full partial partial Immediate high broad into INPA

INPA full full full full to build TBD TBD size growth

join EPS through a Division, a Group, or a Section. In what follows we briefly discuss the pros and552

cons of these two options.553

They are summarised in Table 1. Possible weighting criteria, which supports a comparison554

between EPS and INPA options, are reported in Table 2.555

5.1. New association556

As a legal form for a new scientific association the best way is International not-for-profit557

association (similar to EGU or EPS), which can be registered in any country with the operating558

office in some other country. To our point of view, the Belgium AISBL is the best choice amongst559

the INPAs because Brussels is the seat of the EU, much of the EU’s bureaucracy is situated there,560

many international not-for-profit organisations are registered here, and as a result it should be561

relatively simple to register compared to other countries.562

PROs: The community keeps full control over the budget and its initiatives (the medals, ESWW,563

and JSWSC). The sustainability is then ensured and significance level (i.e. prestige) of the medals564

is kept (if not increased). This can lead to more incomes or benefit from the help of other565

institutions that will not see Space Weather and Space Climate as part of another society. Some566

fundings can go directly from Europe to the organisation. The uniqueness of ESWW and its567

completely-inclusive nature can also be maintained and sustained as required.568

The STCE is willing to set up this IASBL if that would be the preferred choice, and other569

organisations/institutions are also undoubtedly willing to do so.570

CONs: The complexity to establish it: a proper legal entity form needs to be found, where to571

register it, need of legal assistance, need of budget and coordination between legal aspects, and572

community needs/wishes. Since this would be a new organisation it would have to build its own573

worldwide visibility and outreach (educational as well as to the public) and thus may at the574

beginning have relatively low negotiating power.575

5.2. Part of EPS576

As a part of EPS,three options exist: a Division, a Group, or a Section. The difference between577

Groups and Division is their multidisciplinary approaches. A Group is focused on a specific topics578

(e.g. history of physics) while a Division is per se interdisciplinary. Joining an existing Division579

would again dilute Space Weather related activities and decrease its visibility. In this extent,580

should the Space Weather community create an action with EPS, it would be a specific Division in581

order to welcome all the scientists from the different Space Weather fields (solar, plasma,582

magnetosphere, ionosphere, thermosphere).583
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Table 2. Weighting criteria to compare EPS and INPA (TBD = to be assesed in due course).

Weighting criteria EPS INPA
Independence Medium. if joining the Plasma Division or

the Solar Physics Division, higher with a
specific Interdisciplinary Group.

High. SW community keeps full control of
its initiatives. SW will not be seen as part of
another society.

Capacity to increase
visibility

High. EPS is a well-established organ-
isation (since 1986). Through the EPS
newsletter, we have the capacity to reach a
large community.*

Low. This is at the beginning but it can in-
crease fast.

Easiness of establish-
ment

High. TBD. Note that STCE (and undoubtedly
others too) is willing to engage in case this
should this solution would be chosen.

Timing to set up Short. It should be relatively-short, even if
further details from EPS are needed.

TBD.

Representativeness Low. It may be low if people not coming
from physics (e.g. industry etc. . . ) are un-
happy with EPS.

High. High and customizable (industry in
or not).

Political weight High. EPS is a big and somewhat recog-
nised non-profit organisation.

TBD. It must be built up, but will be high
in the future.

Sustainability of
JSWSC

Medium to High. High negotiating power
with the publisher. EPS has its letters jour-
nal is EPL and other publications, which in-
clude Europhysics News and the European
Journal of Physics. We assume that EPS
will be a strong advocate of our interest.

TBD.

Sustainability of the
medals

Medium to High. EPS has its prizes and
SW medals can be part of them.

High. The medals are currently well recog-
nised and have impact/scholarship well be-
yond that of Europe.

Education sponsor-
ship

High. EPS-sponsored education activities
include, e.g. workshops for physics teach-
ers.

High. Our community already invests a lot
in SW education.

Costs Annual fee 25 EUR per person. Annual fee TBD (will depend on the busi-
ness model chosen) ≈150 EUR of adminis-
trative costs (one-time).

*It is important to note that by entering EPS we also help to increase the visibility of EPS.
Note that the weighting criteria listed here is likely biased by the fact that the authors are coming mainly
from the academic sector and thus some criteria important to, e.g. end users, might be lacking. We hope to
gain this feedback through public discussion (see Section 5.3).

Should the community choose to have a board under EPS as a roof organisation, expanding it later584

on into an independent INPA still remains a possibility.585

PROs: to create an interdisciplinary Division within EPS is simple. Since EPS is old and well586

known, it would immediately give a worldwide platform to the European Space Weather587

community and be a strong kick to further develop our initiatives (medals, education, outreach,588
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etc. . . ) and be stronger in the future possible negotiations. The community would have full control589

over some of its initiatives (ESWW and the medals)590

CONs: that we would rather call points of vigilance are a limited control over decisions, and a risk591

of loss of significance of ESWW, JSWSC, and the medals. The community would have only partial592

control of the budget. EPS is not equally known nor equally respected by all European countries.593

5.3. Concluding remarks594

With this paper, we wish to start the initiative of further converging of the European Space595

Weather community and to raise awareness on its sustainability and possible future actions. In596

order to include the whole community into the discussion about its future, we invite those who597

consider themselves as members of the European Space Weather community and/or are interested598

in its future to participate in an online discussion which will be organised as a follow-up of the599

successful ESWS2020 online/virtual meeting/conference. In an online event for pre-registered600

participants, we will provide a short overview of this paper followed by Q&A type of discussion.601

In addition, the paper will be available as a Quick View at the meeting website and will remain602

open for online written comments/discussion after the online event, as an open forum. This event603

will take place long enough after this paper is published - if accepted (expectations are mid/late604

March 2021). Interested participants can send a mail to quovadis@space-weather.eu to subscribe605

to a mailing list where further information will be distributed in due course.606

6. Appendices607

In this section, we provide as appendices, insights about the use of virtual and face-to-face608

meetings and a proposal for a new kind of meeting that can be initiated following what we have all609

learned during the pandemic about the new way of conceiving meetings. In addition, we briefly610

describe a few notable European (or mainly European) actions addressing the link between Space611

Weather science and industry that are good examples for new initiatives in that sense.612

6.1. What new practices?613

During the pandemic, face-to-face meetings were gradually replaced by virtual meetings. The614

advantages of face-to-face over virtual meetings are that: 1) the participants have continuous and615

instant feedback; 2) colleagues come to know each other personally and understand each other616

better, which contributes to progress and information assimilation; 3) unexpected collaborations617

can be formed as a result of informal discussions. On the other hand, virtual meetings 1) are more618

easily fitted in the work schedule, 2) provide meeting opportunity without depending on a specific619

venue, 3) reduce travel time and costs as well as the carbon footprint. Before deciding on the right620

way to promote face-to-face or virtual meetings, one should consult the targeted community,621

keeping in mind that by combining the two types of meetings, one can reach out most efficiently to622

more colleagues at a given time. To hold successful virtual meetings, suitable and reliable software623

is needed and preferably be supported by virtual poster sessions and parallel rooms.624

In this regard, a new practice might be initiated. The week before the ESWW could become a625

Space Weather Working Week (SWWW). The local organiser would provide to the community at626

low cost meeting rooms, coffee breaks, reliable Internet connection, etc. The international627
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community could gather at each participant’s convenience to organise working meetings, to628

answer proposals, write papers, to make the regular progress reports requested in any international629

program, etc. . . Through such an organisation, the scientists would make one single travel and hold630

different working meetings with colleagues. The SWWW would then allow creating a strong631

momentum within the community, by allowing the construction of bridges between different632

projects. The weekend in between the SWWW and the ESWW could be used to visit the host city633

and surroundings, which we do more and more rarely. This would finally increase our knowledge634

of other cultures.635

6.2. Recent examples of Space Weather research - industry service: the IPS project, the PECASUS636

consortium and the ESA Space Safety Programme.637

The link between Space Weather science and the industry is becoming more and more tight, as the638

awareness of Space Weather impacts on technological systems in various operational domains is639

growing. Translating scientific information into a language understandable for end-users is quite a640

challenge, requiring Space Weather services/products that are highly tailored according to the641

needs of the specific user communities. As notable European examples, we briefly report on the642

features and the maturing experience in the frame of the Ionospheric Prediction Service (IPS)643

project and the global Space Weather service provided by the PECASUS Consortium and ESA644

Space Safety Programme (S2P). IPS is taken as an example of a service developed following the645

user-needs of specific communities, while PECASUS and S2P are likely to be the first Space646

Weather services provided from the research community to “big” customers such as ICAO and647

ESA.648

The IPS project was an initiative of the European Commission in the framework of the Galileo649

Programme (ended in 2018). A prototype service has been designed and developed to translate650

ionospheric and solar nowcasting/forecasting in a way tailored for specific GNSS user651

communities: aviation, GNSS mass market, and high accuracy GNSS service providers. The652

system is currently running at the IPS web portal29.653

The PECASUS consortium (Partnership for Excellence in Civil Aviation Space Weather User654

Services)30 is one of the three global centers providing Space Weather Advisories to the IN655

International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO). The PECASUS consortium was born as a purely656

European consortium of nine institutions that was joined at a later stage by the South African657

National Space Agency. The consortium is currently operational whereby compiling and658

disseminating Space Weather information that is available within the consortium, into advisories –659

similarly to the traditional meteorological ones – in case of significant Space Weather events with660

impacts on aviation GNSS systems, HF communications and radiation levels at flight altitudes.661

This could pave the way to the provision of similarly-tailored services in which the European662

Space Weather Community must have a key role, especially regarding end-user consultations in663

order to fully understand their needs.664
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